# Video Transcript

1. **Salina**: This is fifteen. Fifteen take away two… it will be fifteen, fourteen, thirteen. So you have twelve left. (Teacher comes over)

2. **Teacher**: Ok so let’s do this again. So fifteen minus two, what is that?

3. **Salina**: Um, twelve.

4. **Adam**: Twelve.

5. **Teacher**: Fifteen minus two is twelve?

6. **Adam**: No (counting on fingers). Thirteen.

7. **Teacher**: You think it’s thirteen now or twelve?

8. **Adam**: Thirteen.

9. **Teacher**: Can you explain it to Salina ‘cause she thinks it’s twelve.

10. **Adam**: It’s thirteen ‘cause there’s fifteen, minus two… fifteen, fourteen, thirteen (puts up 2 fingers, one at a time).

11. **Salina**: But you take out the thirteen, it will be twelve left.

12. **Teacher**: But that’s minus three. We’re minusing two. So now what is it? Fifteen minus two, now what is it?

13. **Salina**: Thirteen.

14. **Adam**: Thirteen.

15. **Teacher**: So is it true or false?

16. **Adam**: It’s true.

17. **Teacher**: You think, are you sure it’s true?

18. **Adam**: Mm-hmm.

19. **Teacher**: You bet your class money that it’s true? (Adam shakes head) Would you bet your class money that it’s true? (Salina shakes head) Have confidence in yourself!

20. **Salina**: Yeah.

21. **Adam**: I know I don’t ‘cause I get stuff wrong.

22. **Teacher**: Huh?

23. **Adam**: Sometimes I get stuff wrong…

24. **Teacher**: Yeah, but sometimes you get stuff right. (T leaves)